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Abstract. Richard Wagner’s prose works represent a help in understanding my study, The 
Language of Unconscious1. In Oper und Drama, Wagner clearly alludes to the language of 
music which advocates the poetic language (through words) and writes that the novelty which it 
enunciates is the unconscious and its function in the artistic expression, namely Drama.  
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I 

I must admit that, in 2006, when I wrote out the last draft of The Language of Unconscious, I had 
some trouble offering examples from the music area, which plays the most important role in this 
type of interpersonal communication. 

I consider myself a music lover, yet the music recordings, the scores full of musical symbols – 
they do not sound to me as they do for any musician. I need music artists who are able to bring to 
life this artistic expression. In regard to opera, the area which Wagner was interested in, this type 
of communication seemed much more complex, as the poetic word has to lead both the musical 
expression and that of the movement. I have to admit that I was surprised to find that an artist 
like Wagner discussed so clearly, about the value of unconscious for the human spirituality, as I 
am going to try to show. Between 1851- 1852, when the Romanticism was at its height, Wagner 
had already ideas characteristic of the XXth century. Much later, Freud would talk about 
unconscious and bring it to the psychiatric clinic. Blaga will wait for the beginning of the XXth 
century to write and publish the Philosophy of Style (1924), his first philosophic writing, where 
he enunciates the philosophic idea of an unconscious which contains spirituality in itself.  

We know from Alma Mahler’s diary that Freud had no interest in music whatsoever2, and he had 
by no means read the writings of Wagner, which those who had no interest in music saw them to 
be only texts written by a musician for musicians, and Blaga was one of the latter. As for 
musicians, they read them as prose linked to the music composed by Wagner. The only person 

                                                            

1 Savulescu, Geo, Lucian Blaga, filosofia prin metafore**, Vremea Publishing Press, 2012 

2 Mahler walking in Leida with Freud, whom he asked for help in order to save his marriage with Alma. We find out 
that Freud did not listen to music.  
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who was aware of Wagner’s writings was the translator who translated them into English, 
William Ashton Ellis3, who adverted to the readears in a foot note that the texts should be read 
carefully by psychologists. Those who have read them, and here I refer to musicians, did not 
understand the importance they carried for philosophy and psychology, and those who should 
have read them did not do it. Blaga rediscovered the value of unconscious related to spirituality 
in 1924 and between 1943-1945. 

Let us provide an applied analysis on the text to support our point of view. It is common 
knowledge that Richard Wagner was a great musician who also wrote prose besides the dramatic 
poems in his operas, which are now gathered in eight consistent volumes4. This summer, as I had 
time and a consistent bookcase, I read some of his texts, including a remarkable text, Meine 
Leben. I read My Life, as well as the rest of the prose in English translation. I was pleasantly 
surprised to find out that Wagner is easy and pleasant to read, even in translation, and it is 
sometimes even thrilling. It is interesting that I had, back home in Bucharest, Oper und Drama 
translated into Romanian, and I had intended  for a long time to read it, yet I happened to 
postpone its reading on many occasions. This time I disposed only of the texts translated into 
English. 

I started reading and I found out from My Life that, while was studying in a gymnasium, Wagner, 
in his teenage years, read the Greek tragedians, the dramas written by Shakespeare and by his 
contemporaries, Goethe, Schiller and others, that he enjoyed the English interpretation of 
Shakespeare, that he read at least some of the works of the ancient philosophers, Kant’s The 
Critique of Pure Reason, that he had tried to read the work of Hegel which did not appealed to 
him and did not continue, that he read Schopenhauer’s The World as Will and Idea and Parerga 
and Paralipomena of the same author, and he also read the works of Feuerbach. 

 

II 

As I consider the present text to be an important addendum to Unconscious Language 5, it seems 
necessary to say a few words about the first chapter of this book. 

On the basis of Lucian Blaga’s point of view, I have built the language of unconscious, which is 
the language of arts, of poetry, of music, of painting, of architecture, of dance, through 
metaphors, colors, volumes and spatial situations, by the movement of body and limbs. It is a 
                                                            

3 Richard Wagner’s Prose Works, vol II (Opera and Drama), translated by William Ashton Ellis, Broude Bropthers, 
New York, 1966, reprinted from the 1893 London edition, Routledge & Kegan Paul ltd.  

4 Marter Luther King Jr. Library, San Jose,CA. USA. 

5 Savulescu, Geo, op.cit. 
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language that we deliver to those who read, listen or watch without wanting or thinking about 
these processes too much. Reading poems, listening to music, watching some paintings or some 
buildings, watching dancers – all these are conscious actions, but they contain something 
ineffable, sometimes very hard to explain, they have a content, an unconscious action which 
affects our soul, our heart. Even the action of walking on the street, the tone, the rhythm or the 
melody of your voice that allows you to be recognized, and even the smallest gestures that 
characterize you- all these can represent a type of language. This is the unconscious language 
which I studied and written on back in 2006.  

It happened – but what does to happen mean? - that last summer6 I read, as I mentioned above, 
My Life, written by Richard Wagner. That was a starting point for the eight prose volumes 
written by Richard Wagner. From the second volume I read Opera and Drama, translated into 
English, as I mentioned earlier. This has also been a happy occurrence… So I read the book in 
English and I must admit I was amazed. Of course, the book was influenced by Schopenhauer 
but it gained on Schopenhauer’s ideas. The author writes: ”... he who wants to believe that new 
things, which he said in the end, would be simply a hypothesys and they have nothing in 
common with the experience and with the nature of the debated matter, that would not 
understand me be even if he wants to. The novelty, in case we haven’t already defined it, is 
nothing more than the unconscious- regarding the nature of this problem- which has grown to be 
conscious for me as an artist who thinks, as I understood the organic link of that which until now 
has been only expressed separatedly by artists. That is to say I have foud nothing new, but  that 
real yet unknown link until now.” 7 Had I not read this fragment,  I could not be able to 
understand how close the mind of Blaga was to that of Richard Wagner, how close was to the 
discovery of a unconscious of spirituality, very close, and this is precisely what Wagner 
discusses.   

                                                            

6 Between April and June 2013, an early summer, that’s how summers are in California.. 

7 Op. Cit. Chapter VII, p. 351. 
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Opera and Drama, vol II, III, 351. 

 

Let us not forget that doctor Freud talked about the human unconscious less than fifty years ago 
since the publishing of Wagner’s books, where he analysed the dreams of his patients; Blaga 
writes The Philosophy of Style at near seventy years distance and now there are more than 150 
years since the publishing of these memorable books.  

Let us discuss it further. Richard Wagner, in Opera and Drama, uses many time the concept of 
Tonsprache, as the opposite of Wortsprache in order to explain the unconscious language of 
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music and even that of poetry. In the third part of Chapter V, Wagner writes: ”The orchestra 
indisputably possesses a faculty of speech, and the creations of modern Instrumental-music have 
disclosed it to us. In the Symphonies of Beethoven we have seen this faculty develop to a height 
whence it felt thrust on to speak out That which, by its very nature, it can not speak out”  and he 
ends the paragraph by writing on the great problem of the uspeakable. 

Wagner was interested, as he himself confesses, in the irrefutable capacity of the orchestra to 
communicate this unspeakable with which we meet in the natural language, too, both verbally 
and in writing. Wagner uses many times the concepts of Sprachvermögen, Aussprechen, 
Auszusprechen in this first paragraph in order to impose the idea that orchestra, a symphony, 
communicate, they clearly deliver a message if the one who composed it managed to do this: ”... 
and that is shewn plainly enough by the Instruments of the orchestra themselves, whereof each 
for itself, and infinitely more richly in its changeful union with other instruments, speaks out 
quite clearly and intelligibly.8” 

 

                                                            

8 Richard Wagner, Opera and  Drama, Vol.II, p, 317 London Kegan Paul Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd, 1900. 
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O.and D., III, 326. 

 

O.and D., III, 326 
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O.and D., III, 327 

 

 

O.and D., III, 324 

Regarding the unspeakable, Wagner writes very inteligibly here ”that Unspeakable which the 
Orchestra can express with greatest definition, and indeed, in union with another thing 
unspeakable, - with Gesture.”. In a foot note on the same page he writes:” ... that which, looked 
at from the standpoint of our human intellect, is the Unspeakable. That this Unspeakable is not a 
thing unutterable per se, but merely unutterable through the organ of our Understanding”9. In 
order to understand some words that seem fathomless we can apeal either to tonal speaking or to 
the gesture. This is what drama accomplishes in an opera, if it is helped by gestures and 
costumes, as I mentioned earlier.  

 

 

 

                                                            

9 Op. Cit. Pg.249.  
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Wagner also tells us something extraordinary: ”Music cannot think: but she can materialize 
thoughts, i.e. she can give forth their emotional contents as no longer merely recollected, but 
made present. This she can only do, whatever, when her own manifestment is conditioned by a 
Poetic Aim, and when this latter, again, reveals itself as no mere thing of thought, but a thing 
expounded in the first place by the organ of the Understanding, namely Word-speech.” 

He did not differentiate the updated thought from the memory of thought. The empty place of the 
updated thought is taken over and it brings into present the old thought. This point of view is 
remarkable and unique in the European mentality connected with grammar and logic, which the 
translator also emphasises in a foot note.  

I am under the impression that  the problem of negation is not adequately looked into in our 
grammar and logic. In the Indian culture, Apoha10 is this empty place left by an object which 
used to be there but is not anymore. In the same way that an indefinite negation is not possible. 
That is why Wagner, as a musician, talks about a thought which can be brought back in the 
memory by a song which evokes it. A certain thought and a certain song.  

A unique Word-Speech and a unique Tone-speech, both has to be as close as it is possible so as 
they can marry, they can help each other in the artistic expression, in order that they can be 
understood by the spectators. (Opera and Drama, III, 329) 

I feel that it is necessary for a sensitive matter to be discussed. The great thinkers of humanity 
were, of course, especially attracted to the abstract form of the thought. Plato, Aristotle, Kant, 
Hegel, Heidegger, built on the abstract notions in order for them to succeed to communicate to us 
that which was very hard to communicate, using the simplest words of a natural language. 

Yet there had been also thinkers who were anchored in science, especially Physics (here the link 
with Mathematics is obvious), almost all the best contemporary physicists in Astrophysics or in 
Physics of Microparticle also had a preoccupation with Philosophy; Sextus Empiricus and Karl 
Jaspers were doctors, Blaga was a poet, his first published books were books of poems, his first 
philosophic writing was The Philosophy of Style, and style remained the cornerstone of his entire 
philosophy. 

We talk about the height of the music when we talk about Richard Wagner, yet his theories 
exceed far and away his purely musical preoccupation; when talking about music he puts 
forward some matters which, as I am going to show, are of utmost importance for the 
physiological and philosophical thinking.  

                                                            

10 Sergiu Al- George, Limba  cultură în gândirea indiană, Paralela 45 Publishing Press, Bucharest, 2005,. see also 
Scerbatsky, Fyodor, Buddhist Logic. 
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The study of Intensive Calculus was many a time a starting point for a philosophical 
preoccupation. The number, this wonderful element, is or could be simultaneously a part of a 
series, for example in the sequence of natural numbers 1, 2, 3, …. n, and a general, even a 
Universal. When Pythagoras talked about unity, about dyad, triad, these names-numbers also 
referred to the universal; when Parmenides talked about unity, about ONE, the latter represented 
to him the whole being. This is the reason why philosophers like Descartes, Leibniz, Newton, 
Russell, Husserl, as well as many others were very close to the pragmatic and abstract 
understanding of a given situation. In regard to the differential calculus, Newton and Leibniz 
managed to explain very accurately individual situations of a sequence which is called 
movement, that which is moving.  

The world of literature is closed to that of philosophy through its greatest minds, and some of 
them can be regarded as examples in the process of deciphering the spiritual world of the 
unconscious. One can feel the role played by the unconscious in the works of Tolstoy and 
Dostoyevsky, not to mention doctor Chekhov in whose work is rendered his character’s 
unconscious fight – it is enough to read Three Sisters. The very same fight is also showed in the 
novels of Faulkner, but from a different perspective and in a different setting; for example, in 
Absalom, Absalom!, one can feel the hatred which intensifies in the soul of the characters, 
which, in the end, is destroyed by an apocalyptic fire. In a more straightforward manner, the 
critic Richard Ellmann (1982) writes on James Joyce’s Ulysses: “it seems to me that Joyce is the 
most radical writer of this century. By saying this I want to put an emphasis on the assiduity with 
which he followed, through his writing, the deepest roots of the human conscious and 
unconscious, the fervor and obstinacy with which he dug the distant genesis of the art and 
language.” 11 

We have said that Blaga, the poet, when he had an inclination towards philosophy, had a style 
which is by no means different from a poetic style as a basis for his future philosophical 
structure. A scientific, artistic or mathematic profession can represent an important pillar in 
supporting a philosophical thinking. As Noica said, the holomer, the association between the 
individual and the general through determinations, can be the secret of a lasting philosophical 
structure. This can be easily accomplished when one has practiced beforehand, and this does 
nothing but reassures one that one’s mind works properly in the important moments of one’s life. 
The same thing we notice at Richard Wagner and this can be felt in some of his important 
writings in prose, for example Opera and Drama or Beethoven12. Influenced by the vision of 
Schopenhauer in The World as Will and Representation in which the artistic intuition played an 
important role, provided with a better explanation of the First Critique, The Transcendental 
Analytic written by Kant, all these have given him the possibility to have a better grasp of what 
                                                            

11 See Ulysses, the second cover, Univers and Fundația Culturală Romană Publishing Press, Bucharest, 1996. 

12 The first one published in 1852, and the second published in 1870. 
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was happening in the art of music, what was the role of the musical tone of the rhythm, of the 
song, the manner in which they were created by the composer and the manner in which they 
were received by those who listen to music, the manner in which the art of tones married the 
verb of the poet and, at the same time, with the dance in the dramatic work, and he felt the need 
to write down what he noticed, to build in theoretical terms what he found in the musical scores 
and in the concert halls, in the opera. 

He begins his text about Beethoven13  by saying: 

 

 

Richard Wagner, "Beethoven", p.1, Verlag von E.W.Fritzsch, Leibzig, 1870.    

 

 

”...the musician... it is good for him to make the assumption that the tonal speaking simply 
belongs to the entire humanity, that the song is an absolute language in the power whereof which 
the musician speaks to every heart” and he puts forward an ”exploration of the depths of the 
nature of Music” 14, an exporation which could be of use to both phylosophy and to the sciences 
of communication because the inquiry that Wagner carries on is not only in the domanin of 
speaking or in that of communication through tone, but also in that of speaking through words 
and even gesture.  

Wagner agrees with ”Schopenhauer who first defined the position of Music among the fine arts 
with philosophic clearness, ascribing to it a totally different nature from that of either plastic or 
                                                            

 13Richard Wagner's, Prose Works, vol. V, pg.61, the second paragraph, translated by William Ashton Ellis, Broud 
Brothers, New York,1966, reprinted from the 1893 London edition, Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd. 

14 Op.cit.pg.62. 
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poetic art. He starts from wonder at Music’s speaking a language immediately intelligible by 
everyone, since it needs no whit of intermediation through abstract concepts (Begriffe); which 
completely distinguishes it from Poetry, in the first place, whose sole material consists of 
concepts, employed by it to visualize the Idea. For according to this philosopher’s so luminous 
definition it is the Ideas of the world and of its essential phenomena, in the sense of Plato, that 
constitute the “object” of the fine arts; whereas, however, the Poet interprets these Ideas to the 
visual consciousness (dem anschauenden Bewusstsein) through an employment of strictly 
rationalistic concepts in a manner quite peculiar to his art, Schopenhauer believes he must 
recognize in Music itself an Idea of the world, since he who could entirely translate it into 
abstract concepts would have found withal a philosophy to explain the world itself.” However, 
although Schopenhauer put forward this musical theory as a paradox and as a profound 
hypothesis, he is unable to carry on his argument, probably because of a simple reason: due to 
his worldliness, he did not get the chance to have a more personal connection with music and he 
did not have the capacity to truly understand what a real musician and a real composer meant. 15 

Taking Beethoven as example, for him everything sprang from the depths of his very soul. It 
makes it impossible for us to discuss about that very important substance in Beethoven’s music 
without a better understanding of the true essence of music in general (and Beethoven’s in 
particular) ... 16 

                                                            

15 Op. cit. pg. 65, 66 

16 Op. cit. pg. 92 
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vol V, Beeth. 65 

 

“We can but take it that the individual will, silenced in the plastic artist through pure beholding, 
awakes in the musician as the universal Will, and – above and beyond all power of vision – now 
recognizes itself as such in full self-consciousness.” 

“We have seen that we must here dismiss all assumption of a reasoning process 
(Vernunfterkenntniss) that haply might have guided the development of his artistic bent. No: we 
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shall have to abide by that virile force of character to whose influence over the unfolding of the 
master’s inner genius we have already had to allude.” 

“Never has any art in the world created aught so radiant (etwas so Heiteres) as these Symphonies 
in A and F, with all their closely allied tone-works from the godlike period of the master’s total 
deafness. The effect upon the hearer is precisely that deliverance from all earthly guilt, as the 
after-effect is the feeling of a forfeited paradise wherewith we return to the world of semblances. 
Thus do these glorious works preach penitence and a contrite heart with all the depth of a divine 
revelation.” 

“Here the only aesthetic term to use, is the Sublime: for here the operation of the Radiant at once 
transcends all pleasure in the Beautiful, and leaves it far behind. Each Bach’s wonder-work 
became his bible; in it he read, and clean forgot the world of clangour, heard no longer. There 
stood inscribed the answer to the riddle of his deepest dream, that answer the poor Leipzig 
Cantor first (erst) had penned as everlasting symbol of the new, the other world. The same 
mysteriously inwoven lines and wondruous (Beeth. 95) with the other. In illustration of such a 
veritable day from Beethoven’s inmost life I will choose the great C-sharp minor Quartet: and 
what we scarce could do while listening to it, as we then are forced to leave behind all cut –and-
dry comparisons and give ourselves entirely to the direct revelation from another world, we may 
find attainable in a measure when conjuring up this tone-poem in our memory. “ 

 

 

Beeth., 68 

Schopenhauer writes about the Individual Will and the Universal Will. 
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Beeth., 72. 
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Beeth., 87 

 

 

Beeth., 93 

 

Beeth., 95. 
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Beeth., 106 

In music, we can encounter The General, the Universal in the most common situations, because a 
tonal speaking, as Wagner writes, can outlive generations. 

The Universal, to which music is connected through the Universal Will, can make the musical 
expression speak clearly to us without using any words. That can only happen if inside us, inside 
the mind of the receiver, there is a similar unconscious structure which can intercept this type of 
conversation (pay attention to the Stylistic Matrix – Blaga). Here we also find the sublime 
Wagner talks about. Considering the fact that Music can speak to Feelings without using any 
words, we can classify it as a feature of the Universal Will, as it was understood by 
Schopenhauer. Instead of the pleasure induced by the beautiful shapes which address the eye, 
Music induces the feeling of the Sublime. We cannot talk about anything else but the sublime 
whenever we listen to the music created by Beethoven – the sublime that the master contained 
inside. 
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Even if Beethoven was sick and his deafness had progressed, his inner light beamed beautifully 
on his soul. The essence of things spoke to him and showed itself in the peaceful light of Beauty; 
his complete deafness had separated him entirely from this world of pain.17  For Wagner, 
Beethoven represented the most important example of human creativity pushed to its limits; he 
was his master, his idol, he was the composer who fought his deafness and conquered it with his 
natural instinct; helped by the power of his inner light he defeated his illness and found the 
strength to compose a monument of universal art, such as his last symphonies, last quartets and 
especially the ninth symphony dedicated to man, to the man who is kind in spite of all adversities 
– a symphony dedicated to the joy of the mankind. 

Wagner will portray such a memorable day, as he calls it – the celebration of 100 years from the 
birth of Beethoven – with the C-sharp minor Quartet, which is a mirror of the inner life of his 
master. 

We should not forget that the teenager Wagner learned what great music meant by deciphering 
the recordings, the notes, of Beethoven, just as Beethoven had done with the music composed by 
Bach – each Bach’s wonder-work became his Bible.  

Wagner gives us an example of symphonic unity – I am not sure that is how it is called in Music 
– an example which seemed to have influenced him as well, a man who was looking for anything 
that was new in music, in drama. ”the C – minor Symphony appeals to us as one of those rarer 
conceptions of the master’s in which a stress of bitter passion, the fundamental note of the 
commencement, mounts rung by rung through consolation, exaltation, till it breaks into the joy 
of conscious victory. Here lyric pathos already verges on the definitely dramatic, in an ideal 
sense;...simply and solely by an ideal instinct sprung from Music’s ownest realm”(...welche an 
sich dem Geiste der Music durchaus erscheinen...)18  A note, maybe a theme, a ton-sprache, 
which gives us the unity of the symphony. 

We have seen the marriage of the tone of music and the one we name the word of language and 
also between the same tone of music and the language of gestures in Oper und Drama. Let us 
now see the same thing when Wagner writes a letter to some friends, a writing through which he 
defends his point of view concerning the construction of the musical drama and the details of this 
type of construction. Mendelsshon mentions somewhere that “The word...; for every word there 
could be another meaning”. And this was told by a great musician and composer. The utterance 
of a word is always accompanied by some personal speech characteristics. An utterance can have 
a specific speaking tone, a certain rhythm, it can be either musical or harsh, the person can make 

                                                            

17 Op. cit. pg. 96 and 100. 

18 Op. cit. pg.100 
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certain gestures (for example, they could struck the table a heavy blow). Each time, the word can 
have a different meaning. 19 

 

Beeth., 106 

 

“We consequently should not go far astray, if we defined Music as man’s qualification a priori 
for fashioning the Drama. Just as we construct for ourselves the world of semblances through 
application of the laws of Time and Space existing a priori in our brain, so this conscious 
representment of the world’s Idea in Drama would thus be foreordained by those inner laws of 
Music, operating in the dramatist equally unconsciously sight.” We have already cited out 
philosopher’s theory that the Dream-organ is situate in that portion of the brain which responds 
to impressions received from the operations of the inner organism in profound sleep, and 
responds in a manner analogous to the effect produced by waking impressions from the outer 
world on the portion of the brain immediately connected with the organs of sense, now 
                                                            

19 The translator uses a remarkable expression in one of his notes from page 65 of the present study, saying: Just as 
Wagner,  in Oper  und Drama, uses  the  expression  “the  eye of  hearing”  ,  it  is  easy  to distinguish what he  calls 
“musical art”, the music which uses musical patterns, unlike authentic music, which addresses “the ear of hearing" 
order to get a seat in the loge of emotion. 
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completely at rest. We have also seen that the dream-message received by this inner organ can be 
transmitted [to the waking consciousness] only through a second type of dream, a dream that 
directly precedes our wakening, and which can render in none but an allegoric form of contents 
of the first; and the reason was, that, even in the preparatory stage of the brain’s awaking to 
external objects, the forms of perception pertaining to the phenomenal world, such as Space and 
Time, must already be brought into play, and thus construct an image akin to the experiences of 
daily life. – Further, we have compared the work of the Musician to the clairvoyant’s hypnotic 
vision (dem Gesichte der hellsehend gewordenen Somnambule), as the direct transcript of the 
inmost dream.” 
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I suggest we take it slow, because no matter how many pages I write, the path ahead remains a 
very long one. I am trying to explain myself by using the words of Wagner and that might make 
it more difficult to understand. 

We have understood that music is a type of language and that is clear for everyone, but it 
remains to be seen if it is also a language of the unconscious, just as any other artistic expression, 
or not. It is quite difficult to prove it. But what have Freud or Jung proven by analysing the 
dreams of their patients? In any case, Freud was the first to have ever spoken or heard about the 
unconscious. Schopenhauer also wrote about dreams in Parerga and Paralipomena, with the 
only difference that he considered dreaming a paranormal phenomenon. Thus, we learned that 
there was a person to have spoken and written about the unconscious in 1852, maybe even a few 
years before that. But Wagner was only read by musicians. 
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Why is it important the fact that we have a unconscious which is like a sort of human automatic 
pilot? It sounds somehow simplistic, of course. What should we do about the people who create 
art, or those who create spiritual values and then about the numerous people who consume 
whatever the others produce?  What should we do about the poor men who have no way out, 
although their salvation lies in their hands, within their power even and they only need to find 
out they have in? If they do not know themselves that they have in, who else will help them? Not 
many still believe in God and that is why the poor man is so alone against the wind and the fate.  

I selected a few statements of Wagner’s from A communication to my Friends.20 Please do not be 
alarmed by the density of these quotes, I will try to make them clearer for you. 

 

 
Vol I, A communic ...363 

                                                            

20 Richard Wagner's prose Works, vol.I, A Communication to my Friends, translated by Willam Asthon Ellis, Broude 
Brothers, New York, 1966.  
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Vol I, A communic... 363 

 

 

VolI, Acommunic... 364 
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Vol I, Acommunic... 365 
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Vol I, a communic... 375 

 
Vol I, A communic.. 376 

"Yet that which is utterable in the speech of Music, is limited to feelings and emotions ... the only 
thing that can be united efficaciously between the musical language and the language itself is 
only anything is related in the musical language with the language itself... What I beheld, I now 
looked at solely with the eyes of Music... of the music which I had within my heart, and wherein 
I might express myself as in a mother-tongue"... " 21  

But it was there for certain the place where my unconscious up until then became the conscious 
as an artistic need. For me, it was difficult to understand the unity in drama, as it had an unique 
way of expression. I remember that before having even finished the Flying Dutchman, I first 
outlined Senta’s Ballad from the second act, by completing the lyrics and the melody. In this 
opera I added unconsciously the thematic nucleus of the entire opera music: it was the image in 
petto of the entire drama, just as it faced my soul.  

 “When I sketched my “Siegfried” I had pressed forward to where I saw before me the Human 
Being in the most natural and blithest fullness of his physical life...It was “Elsa” who had taught 
me to unearth this man: to me, he was the male-embodied spirit of perennial and sole creative 
Instinct (Unwillkür), of the doer of true Deeds, of Manhood in the utmost fullness of its inborn 
strength and proved loveworthiness. Here, in the promptings of this Man, Love’s brooding Wish 

                                                            

21 Richard Wagner's Prose Woks, vol.I, A communication to my friends, pg. 364,365. 
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had no more place; but bodily loved it there, swelled every vein, and stirred each muscle of the 
gladsome being, to all-enthralling practice of its essence. 

Just so as this Human Being moved, must his spoken utterance need to be...Thus I must needs 
bethink me of a Speech-melody quite other. And yet, in truth, I had not to bethink, but merely to 
resolve me; for at the primal mythic spring where I had found the fair young Siegfried-man, I 
also lit, led by his hand, upon the physically-perfect mode of utterance wherein alone that man 
could speak his feelings” 22 

There are words that are accompanied by neither tone, rhythm, melody nor the help of the 
gestures. However, every writer has his own style of writing – I have made here a small 
reference to Blaga, reference that I had to make in order to explain myself. It is obvious that 
Wagner has a pleasant and interesting style of writing and that was why I enjoyed reading him 
and deeply regretted not having a better knowledge of German to read all of his books in 
original. I am trying to decipher myself this mystery of the word – the words that our voices emit 
do not just float as solitary entities towards our ears, they are accompanied by a type of sounds, 
as Wagner writes, by tonality, rhythm, by the melody of our voice and by gestures. The words 
written in a novel or a poem seem to be more solitary, they are by themselves you might say. 
Maybe I’m wrong; Blaga was right – every human activity has a specific style which describes 
that person. That is why the written word has a style as well. What does that mean? That means 
that I can enjoy a book, while I choose to put aside another; it means that reading Proust in 
French gives me a greater satisfaction of the text and everything that text has to offer. 
Sometimes, just by reading an author, I can almost hear him speak. That makes it very enjoyable 
because it gives me the impression of a dialogue. This kind of pleasure I more often obtain from 
the philosophical authors because I always have something to reply to anything they might say. 

Those were only my thoughts. Now let us return to Wagner. The artist in Wagner draws attention 
over the fact that he cannot create unless certain conditions are met. I am talking about those 
conditions which make the personance possible – I am returning to Blaga – which in the case of 
Wagner meant some kind of fluid which came from a place inside of him. However, you should 
pay attention to the fact that everything that came into his mind was hidden somewhere in his 
unconscious and it all depended on the information he had already gathered, on the knowledge 
he had gained in school, on the books he had read, on the museums he had visited and so on. 
Suddenly, he realised that the whole drama consisted of this ballad that he knew well, the one of 
the Flying Dutchman – the poem and the music. After a while, maybe even years, while thinking 
about the death of Siegfried, he could almost hear Elsa, talking to him about Siegfried. Then, he 
even imagined Siegfried taking his hand and inviting him to a walk through the poem which 
would bring him back to life to the fullest. How could such an artist remain insensitive to the 

                                                            

22 Op. cit. pg.375, 376 
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writings of Schopenhauer? Sensitive and discontent at the same time, realizing and 
understanding that Shopenhauer did not have the experience of a music composer or of a drama 
composer, he could not move forward to the detailed study of dreams in parapsychology, as we 
call it today, if he kept getting encumbered by Pererga and Paralipomena, or in fact getting 
encumbered by the general lack of understanding about the importance of the unconscious – he 
would let Freud do that – whenever he tried to study the functions of the central nervous system 
(Schopenhauer)  

Wagner had already understood that while the romantic poets had talked about the unconscious 
without having the necessary practice, he actually had that as well. As a composer, poet and 
musician, he faced the creative unconscious from the beginning, that unconscious bearer of the 
human spirit, a spiritual unconscious later revealed by Blaga. Wagner understood that the 
unconscious was helping the artist, that the unbconscious was the one which was thinking inside 
the mind of a man, especially that of an artist, where it even thought for him. All the artist had to 
do was to listen to it in his conscious activity as well and this time, to build what his intuition 
told him to build. That is why the creator needed peace of mind and at least a decent wealth in 
order to create. Wagner also understood that the orchestra spoke its own language, a language 
that the unconscious of the audience can grasp. It talked about the feelings of Siegfried, of Mime 
and of the dragon as well, but in order to distinguish between the characters we needed the help 
of the poet, who would talk about those characters. Wagner understood that in drama, the music 
and the lyrics need to be part of the same family, to be close together. At the beginning of 
Siegfried, you can hear a dragon roar, a roar which almost seems to narrate the entire opera for 
those of us who know the plot, but maybe also for those who do not know it (it could represent a 
sign they will remember later). In the same manner, at the beginning of the second act you can 
hear a timbale louder than the music, resembling the sounds made by heart beats, regular and 
sometimes irregular. Sigfried faces the dragon and Mime stays hidden. The fight between 
Siegfried and the dragon Fasold will follow. These heart beats announce the whole scene. 

I also quoted those few sentences in which he stated that Music is almost like his native 
language. What a remarkable statement! You must understand the type of unconscious work that 
was being produced inside the soul of this man at the time, unconscious work that was becoming 
conscious, just as he was saying himself: as a musician, I was becoming conscious of my 
creation. 

I also remember another interesting tale – I cannot quote it from My Life– in which his neighbour 
from Zurich kept practicing with his drumsticks. Wagner was exasperated and wanted to move 
out, when it occurred to him the scene with the forging of the Notung sword. He then used the 
drumsticks and accepted the drumsticks of his neighbour. His unconscious gave him a good 
advice when he was looking for a possible musical solution to the conflict.  The advice of the 
unconscious, which had become consciousness, helped him write part of the music for the first 
act. 
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In Tristan und Isolde he sings about love, a love with no borders. All borders had been melted by 
the potion they drank. What came out was unparalleled love, so many times repeated, love that 
can surpass the idea, the very symbol of humanity; love that is conveyed through Opera, which is 
a splendid unitary construction. The search for unity in the composition of an opera can also be 
noticed in Der Ring des Nibelungen and in Parsifal. The untrained listener and the non-musician 
take the most out of this speech of the soul through music in Wagner’s works (or by listening to 
any other quality music), a speech that can only be understood by the human unconscious 
(maybe even the animals’), but especially by the man’s, because he has <spirit in the 
unconscious>, a speech which leaves the heart of the composer in the form of a SONG23, as 
Nichita Stănescu tells us: 

“It is an occurrence of my being: 

and then, the happiness inside me 

is stronger than me,... 

... 

So good that you are, such a miracle that I am! 

Two different songs, striking each other, mixing with each other, 

two colours which have never seen each other, 

one very low, with the face towards the earth, 

the other very high, the unbelievable fight 

of the miracle that you are, of the occurrence that I am.”24 

 

Every great composer felt this inner effusion. 

In Tristan und Isolde, as I was saying, love is sung and it then ends with a musical poem, a 
Tonal-poem, as Wagner used to write, which remains to this day a monument dedicated to love 
and eternal affection. 

I will end here, but there are many such incidents of which Wagner became aware and 
afterwards used in his prose.     

                                                            

23 Nicihita Stănescu,  the poem Song,  in The order of Words,  first volume, Cartea Românească Publishing Press, 
Bucharest, 1985 

24 Translated by Miruna Voican 
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Now I am asking you: is this philosophy or what is it? Bringing the spiritual unconscious to a 
level it can be grasped by the human understanding means what? That is what Blaga did later on 
- Blaga, the writer, who managed to build a philosophical system by using a supporting pillar in 
the unconscious starting from the Style philosophy and the other pillar in the Mystery. That was 
also what Wagner did in 1852, but everything remained hidden. 

Finally, I would like to talk about the theme that was so dear to Wagner, of the empty space left 
behind by a thought which is sent to the memory. The word, Wortsprache, together with the 
melody, Tonsprache, can materialize a thought – music cannot think: but she can materialize 
thoughts...(Opera and Drama, III. V, p.329), but as any thought, it cannot actually remain inside 
the mind and it is transferred in the memory. The place of that thought remains vacant. If through 
the musical construction of the musical expression this Tonsprache comes back or resembles the 
previous, it will call upon the previous from the place it rested in the memory and this process 
will make the listener feel a sensation of unity, a sensation of atemporality – considering the fact 
that a present thought unites with a past thought and they form together a whole. This 
atemporality can confirm the concept that Shopenhauer called the Universal Will. 

The memory is controlled, at least partially, by the unconscious, by the unconscious thinking. 
Since the memory is not present in my consciousness - it cannot even be there because it is 
memory and in consequence, unconscious – it is called through personance, as Blaga tells us, by 
a conscious thought or a certainly conscious action, to wherever the conscious life needs my past 
thoughts, my past. 

Sometimes this phenomenon may seem a little peculiar, as Wagner puts it: whenever a word 
(Wortsprache) is connected to a melody (Tonsprache) and together they form a mental unity, it 
then calls back from the memory a certain thought regarding the poeto-musical unity in order to 
accomplish a whole, which represents the musical drama, with its atemporality and Universality, 
but which is also something never thought of before. Wagner emphasises the fact that he 
accomplishes in a conscious form what until him was only accomplished unconsciously. In the 
mind of the listener, a song and a lyric call upon that song and that song only and that lyric and 
that lyric only they are related and similar with, in order to create the satisfaction of a whole 
performance. How could that happen without an unconscious thinking which knows what to 
choose and what to gather? I said it might seem curious and incomprehensible because nobody 
until Wagner understood it. He was helped, of course, by the writings of Schopenhauer, Kant, 
Sofocle, Plato, Goethe, Schiller and many others. 

That is how Wagner created the show he calls Musical Drama and those performances which 
fascinate us. It is very important as well the fact that Wagner understood this and felt the need to 
write what he had understood so that we can understand today what he understood back then. 

This is an interpretation suggested by me and based on the texts. I think it could go beyond what 
Wagner and Schopenhauer told us and it is an interpretation of the facts which uses the Universal 
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that each of us has inside them and which can surpass the immediate without which the 
Universal cannot exist, the Being is that very unity of Universal with a passing Individual thru 
determinants. 

Poetry, music, art are all an immediate passer by which lives the Universal inside of us! 

 

 

 


